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1-Introduction
The vehicle part of UCGO allows anyone to design many types of vehicles without one line of C++ code. 
One mesh and one config file and you can make cars, rovers, landspeeders, even boats or flying machines 
(they would never change altitude, but it may be cool to have some AI heli flying around a zone).
Because, they can also carry UMmu or UCGO cargo, a new world of possibilities in transportation systems 
have been created for Orbiter.

Making a vehicle is really simple, one beta tester has made one with only 5 lines of explanation from me. 
This document completely covers the subtleties and helps people feel more comfortable with add-ons. Don't 
be fooled by the size of this document: It's really easy.

I wish you a lot of enjoyment while making new vehicles!

Dansteph
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2-Modeling

(This doc is not a complete guide on modeling or texturing.  There are 
plenty of tutorials about that on Internet or in Orbiter community.)

The main rules to follow when designing an UCGO vehicle ares:

• Bottom of the wheels (contact point with ground) must be at world -1 meter (Y)
• X and Z center must be in the middle of the rear wheel (pivot point as in real cars)
• Orientation of the mesh must be correct (forward, backward)
• Non-directional wheels must be merged (one group only for rear wheels for example)
• Directional wheels must be independent (left and right not merged)
• Mesh must be saved in folder “Meshes/UniversalCars”
• Some basic mesh optimization must be done (see “optimizing” section)

You can find simple examples in 3DS format that show the first five points in the folder 
“Doc\UniversalCarsAndCargos/SDK/ModelizingTemplate/”

-VehiclesSimpleCars.3ds  Shows simple vehicle with four wheels
-VehiclesTruck.3ds Shows truck vehicle with 6 wheels
-VehicleForkLift.3ds Shows vehicle that have rear directional wheels like a forklift
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3-Optimization / about objects and materials

Vehicles are not the main purpose of Orbiter, therefore you must not exceed what is acceptable for a “minor” 
object that may exist several time in a scenario. For Example: Good and detailed cars should not exceed 
6000 poly and one or two 1024x1024 textures (mine are more in the 4000 poly range and one 1024 texture).

One of the lesser known facts about optimization is that multiple groups/material are an absolute framerate 
killer. You can easily cut the frame rate in half even if you follow the poly/texture recommendation. (See 
http://www.dansteph.com/publie/tutorial/Texturing.html to learn more about this problem).

The rules is:
Use the least possible materials (ie: textures, colors etc) and MERGE all groups that share the same 
materials before release. 

For Example- Use one texture to put all parts on it (using “UVW map” technique see google) instead of 
several textures.

Here you can see the 1024x1024 truck texture with almost all parts on it:

And here you can see that all parts that use this texture are merged:
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You can keep the objects separated during the modeling process so they are more easy to handle but what 
is important is that once your model is completed and before release you must merge all groups that 
share the same material (again :) )

Of  course,  you  must  keep  all  animated  parts  (crew,  wheels,  radar,  doors  etc)  as  separate  objects,  I 
recommend also to name them with a special prefix (ie: ANIM_LeftWheel, ANIM_RearWheels etc. ) so you 
don't merge them by error.

In the end, if your model is well  done, you must ideally have less than 10 objects (apart from animated 
parts).

Here during modeling, you have a lot of objects and Here just before release, almost all objects 
this is normal. In the end, don't forget to merge all          are merged:
objects with the same material:                       

   “Mayday Mayday my framerate is going down”                              Okay, well done model  

You can sometimes double the frame rate by using this technique. (this was the case of the Arrow, 30 fps on 
a low end computer without merging, 60 fps with groups merged)

Highly recommended:
Save often and use incremental saves (for example: “001_MyModel.max”, “002_MyModel.max” etc etc. 
one error without incremental backups and you can loose hundreds of hours of work.

This is how a save folder should look if you don't want to waste your time and nerves:
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4-Writing the config file
Your model is completed. you have saved your mesh in the folder “Meshes/UniversalCars”.  Now it is time to 
write the config file.

NOTE: Take care with filenames:

Config file name, mesh file name, texture file names. I suggest you use specific names. Using a common name like 
«Truck» has a good  chance of overwriting another vehicle add-on. One idea is to use your name with a number. For 
example: If your name is John Doe save with «JD34Truck» instead of «Truck» or you can use « JohnDoeTruck » . It's 
your call!

To make your config file, the best advise I can give to you is to copy one of the existing config files from 
“config/Vessels/UCGO/Cars”, rename it, and edit the parameters (most are self-explanatory). 
Choose your source for your copy carefully so it's the same type of your new vehicle (6 wheel truck, cars, 
forklift, rover, landspeeder, boat...).

Starting from an existing config file is much simpler

Edit first the name of your mesh (say you mesh file name is “MyTruck.msh” for example)

CarMesheName = MyTruck ; Car's mesh name must be located in "Meshes/UniversalCars" directory.

To avoid problems in Orbiter and the “find groups utility”, put all the animated part numbers to -1 (“none” 
because your model will certainly not match the source config file groups)

Change all wheel lines to -1 (if they exist in the config)
RiFrWheelGrNbr=-1 ; Right front wheel mesh group number for animation.
LeFrWheelGrNbr=-1 ; Left front wheel mesh group number for animation.
RearWheelGrNbr=-1 ; Rear wheels mesh group number for animation.
2ndRearWheelGrNbr= -1 ; 2nd Rear wheels mesh group number for animation if exist.
LeftFender =-1 ; Front wheel left fender mesh group (as in lunar rover) set to -1 if none.
RightFender =-1 ; Front wheel right fender mesh group (as in lunar rover) set to -1 if none.

Change all crew lines to -1 (if they exist in the config)
CrewMeshGrpNbr1 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 1, will be visible if crew >0, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr2 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 2, will be visible if crew >1, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr3 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 3, will be visible if crew >2, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr4 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 4, will be visible if crew >3, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr5 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 5, will be visible if crew >4, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr6 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 6, will be visible if crew >5, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr7 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 7, will be visible if crew >6, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr8 = -1 ; Mesh group number of crew 8, will be visible if crew >7, set to -1 if none.

And finally change all the animation lines to -1  (again if they exist in the config)
RadarAnimGrNbr =-1 ; Mesh group number of turning radar (set to -1 if none).
AuxAnim1GrNbr =-1 ; Group for auxiliary anim (key 1 to toggle).
AuxAnim2GrNbr =-1 ; Group for auxiliary anim (key 2 to toggle).
AuxAnim3GrNbr =-1 ; Group for auxiliary anim (key 3 to toggle).
AuxAnim4GrNbr =-1 ; Group for auxiliary anim (key 4 to toggle).
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Finding animated groups number:

Now launch Orbiter, add your new car in scenario, press F10 to bring the “show group” utility of UCGO and 
press key “4” to cycle until one animated part blink.

Here for example the front left wheel of the truck:

Note the number of the animated groups and edit the config file:

LeFrWheelGrNbr= 3 ; Left front wheel mesh group number for animation.

Do the same for crew, radars, all wheels, all animated parts. Save config.

Finding wheels diameter:

Measure the diameter (not radius) of the wheels in your modeling program, it must be in meters. (usually 
one modeler's unit)

Note the diameter value, and edit the proper config line:

FrontWheelDiam= 1.046 ; Front wheels diameter in meter for rotation factor (vs ground speed).
RearWheelDiam = 1.046 ; Rear wheels diameter in meter for rotation factor (vs ground speed).
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Finding drivers's eyes point for camera:

Find the drivers'-eye view coordinate in meters (relative to center of world):

And again edit the proper line:

SetCameraOffset = -0.959 2.0 6.854 ; Driver's eyes point mesh local coordinate format= xx yy zz.

Do  the  same  for  all  others  parameters  that  require  coordinates.  Lights,  Cargo,  etc.  Edit  engine 
characteristics, sounds, make trial/error to tune your vehicle. See parameters descriptions  most are self-
explanatory. 

Congratulations ! At this point your vehicle should be working in 
Orbiter !

See other sections for more specific things and to finalize your add-on.
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Annex A - Crew

A vehicle can carry up to 20 UMmu crew members, but the model can only show up to 8 crew meshes (not 
mandatory of course). Each crew must be made of one mesh group only. Take care with poly count and 
texture detail and size (See optimization above).

You can use my crew mesh and texture located in the “ModelizingTemplate” folder. They suck (remember I 
have done more than 70 meshes for UCGO & UMMU), but they are low poly. Correct the size, and with a bit 
of texture and mesh editing you'd get decent crew. (A credit note in your doc might be cool for me though!)

    VehicleCrewMeshA.3ds & CrewMshA.dds                         VehicleCrewMeshB.3ds & CrewMshB.dds

Once you have crew mesh groups added to your vehicle's mesh, use the “find groups number utility”  like 
you did for the wheels above (see Finding Animated Group Numbers) and put the number in the config file 
starting with the driver: (CrewMeshGrpNbr1)

Example for two crew:

CrewMeshGrpNbr1 = 3 ; Mesh group number of crew 1, will be visible if crew >0, set to -1 if none.
CrewMeshGrpNbr2 = 6 ; Mesh group number of crew 2, will be visible if crew >1, set to -1 if none.

Crew will show in that position when there is  UMmu Crew aboard. (press “M” key to add crew)

Transparent Window problem:
Transparent windows must always be the last mesh group or else Orbiter will hide objects behind the mesh (crew, 
cabin etc). The max2mesh exporter automatically moves  transparent groups last, but if you are still experiencing 
these problems, physically copy your transparent groups (copy should become the last group) and delete the original 
before exporting!

WARNING: Do not overwrite any defaut files
You are NOT allowed to overwrite any default files! If you want to edit my files, copy them, give them a new name, 
and distribute the copy- this is okay. Just make sure you GIVE CREDIT WHERE IT IS DUE!
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Annex B- Animations

You can have up to four animations (doors, other) and one radar animation. You can define axle position, 
rotation range, axle rotation (x,y or z), and animation speed. For radar the rotation axis is always Y and it 
turns endlessly when activated. Of course to set a high rotation speed you can “hack” the radar to define a 
helicopter's propeller or other things ;)

As with any other animations, they must be made of one mesh group only, and you should detect it's mesh 
number with the “group number utility”. Parameters are self explanatory:

Example for radar: (key “5” toggle animation on/off)

RadarAnimGrNbr = 2 ; Mesh group number of turning radar (set to -1 if none).
AxeRadarRot   = -0.934 0 -0.628 ; Radar axle rotation, vector, format = xx yy zz.
RadarRotSpeed   = 0.06 ; Radar rotation speed.

Example for other animations, here is the anim 1:

AuxAnim1GrNbr  =8 ; Group for auxiliary anim (key 1 to toggle).
AuxAnim1Ref   = 0.0 2.0 3.2906               ; Ref point of rotation (see Orbiter SDK doc).
AuxAnim1Axis     = 0 1 0 ; Rotation axis (x y or z again see Orbiter doc).
AuxAnim1Angle   = -90 ; Rotation angle in degree.
AuxAnim1Speed = 0.05 ; Rotation speed.

To access the three other animations, simply change the number in parameter from 1 to 4 (ie: 
“AuxAnim2GrNbr”,”AuxAnim2Ref”...  “AuxAnim3GrNbr” etc. etc.) 

Changing the animation angle's sign changes the rotation direction. (eg: -90, 90)

Animations 1 to 4 are toggled by key “1” to “4” in Orbiter

Annex C- Sounds
You can of course select different sounds located in Sound/UniversalCars, but you can also add new 
sounds. Use .wav format with a maximum of 22khz and save them in PCM format in folder 
“sound/UniversalCars” (again, be careful about the file name). Be careful with continuous sounds as the 
engine has a base frequency of 11khz. Use the same frequency and test the sound. Use only well looped 
sounds.

Once done you can change config's sound parameters or leave unused sounds blank:

; SOUND
;-------------------------------------------------------------

EngineSoundWav = electric4.wav ; Filename of engine sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.
SkiddingSoundWav= groundSpeed.wav                   ; Filename of skidding sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.
AirSpeedSoundWav= groundSpeed.wav                   ; Filename of airspeed sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.
blinkerSoundWav = blinker1.wav ; Filename of blinker sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.
hornSoundWav = ; Filename of horn sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.
StarterSoundWav = ; Filename of starter sound, must be located in "Sound/UniversalCars" directory.

There are three more parameters related to sound: 

This one will determine if  the internal engine sound will be heard when there is no atmosphere:

PressurizedCabin= 0 ; Set 1 if cabin is pressurized 0 if not.

This one will control the frequency increase when you shift gears. It is also useful to use engine sounds to 
play ambient sounds like the sea sound in the rescue boat or change the “aggressiveness” of the engine.

FreqIncPerGear = 1200 ; Frequency increase per gear (only for fuel engine) Default: 8000.
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This sound will make fuel engines always on. Again, useful for using engine sounds as ambient sound or for 
other purpose:

EngineAlwaysOn = 1 ; Sometime one want engine always on. (fuel engine only)

WARNING: Do not overwrite any default sound
Other authors may want to use default sound for their addons, so you are NOT allowed to overwrite any default 
sounds. If you want to edit one, copy it, give a new name and use this copy in your distribution- GIVE CREDIT 
WHERE IT IS DUE! (Are you noticing this is a common theme?)

Annex D – Cargo support 
Any vehicle can carry up to 20 UCGO cargo containers without any weight limitation.

Cargo, for simplicity of config files, are ordered by row/column. You need only to define the first row/column 
position, interval, and number. All other cargo will load at the proper place.

Again, parameters are self.explanatory:

:CARGO
;-------------------------------------------------------------
CargoSlotPos = -0.70 0.374 2.50 ; Front left pos of first cargo slot X Y Z (see doc).
CargoRowColumnNbr = 2 4 ; Number of slot row & column  (max 20 slots, see doc).
CargoSlotInterval = 0.05                ; Interval between each slot in meters.
CargoReleasePos  = 0 -4.00 ; X Z pos at wich cargo will be placed when released (see doc).
CargoShowInCockpit= 0 ; Force cargo to appear also in cockpit view (only external by default).
CargoGrappleDist  = 20 ; Grapple radius from center of cars. By defaut 15 meters.

Cargo release position work about the same. You give the 1st slot's position, and all other containers will 
order by row/column.

See Cars help to add a grapple/release cargo key.

See below if you want your cargo to show in internal view.
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Annex E – Virtual cockpit, internal view (crew, cargo)
Virtual Cockpit:

You can define a virtual cockpit that will show only in internal view. Even if it's the same mesh as your 
vehicle mesh ( the forklift or rescue boat for example) you should not use the same mesh but a copy!

Put the copy at the same location and give's file name to this parameter:

Example:

CarVCMeshName = IaCarForkLiftVC ; Car virtual cockpit mesh.

Crew in internal view:

Crew are only seen in external view as they are part of the external mesh which is disabled in internal view.
To make them appear (as in the rescue boat) you should do the same thing you did with the external mesh. 
To add crew mesh to VC mesh, use the “find groups number utility” but this time make sure you are in 
internal view. Once you have their group number, edit those parameters:

CrewMeshGrpNbrVC1= 4 ; Mesh group number of crew 1 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC2= 1 ; Mesh group number of crew 2 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC3= 0 ; Mesh group number of crew 3 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC4= 2 ; Mesh group number of crew 4 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC5= 4 ; Mesh group number of crew 5 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC6= 1 ; Mesh group number of crew 6 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC7= 0 ; Mesh group number of crew 7 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).
CrewMeshGrpNbrVC8= 2 ; Mesh group number of crew 8 for VC (see CrewMeshGrpNbr*).

Caution: internal group numbers may NOT be equal to external groups numbers. Don't copy numbers, use 
the “find group numbers” in internal or external view.

Cargo in internal view:

Cargo for optimization reasons are not seen in internal view. (most of time driver doesn't see them from his 
cabin) If you want them to appear like in forklift, simply set this parameter to “1”:

CargoShowInCockpit= 1 ; Force cargo to appear also in cockpit view (only external by default).

Annex F – Skin default Vehicles 

If you missed it in the main doc the license for skinning is as follow:

Add-on authors are granted permission to distribute files of the SDK made for this purpose (driver, cargo template etc. 
see developer doc) or to skin cargo and cars and redistribute them as long as: 

1-They are only used for UCGO add-ons. (cargo compatible vessel, cars, cargo)
2-The add-on presentation clearly gives credit. (eg: "rework of ... skin of... base mesh, texture by...")
3-A note in the doc clearly gives credit as above with a link to http://orbiter.dansteph.com
4-The file does not overwrite any default UCGO files (object must be added.) 

So you must only use a copy of config, mesh, and texture file, rename all those copies with one specific 
name, make your changes, and distribute them with credit due to the original author.
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Annex G – Add your own author note in vehicle's help

Simply drop a text file with the same name than your config file in the folder 
“Meshes/UniversalCars/AuhorNote” and it will show first when the user press “H”elp key.

Eg: if your vehicle's config file's name is “JohnDoeMarsRover.cfg” create a file  “JohnDoeMarsRover.txt” put 
your note/help/copyright into it and drop it in the folder mentioned above.

Annex H – Respect users 

Don't rush to release a skin where you only modified the texture's color. A vehicle with 55 groups, 15'000 
poly or 23 textures, a simple cube with 4 wheels, or ask users to moves files of your zip one by one into their 
Orbiter installation.

Doing a good add-on is all about knowledge which is available for free on Internet for the last 15 years.
There are thousands of modeling, texturing, and zipping tutorials. You only need to know how to type the 
right keyword on Google and better knowledge is at your fingertips.

Take some time to polish your add-on. Test it on an empty installation of Orbiter (with just UCGO), and ask 
people to beta test it. You can also ask for help in a forum when you really can't find some information you 
need.

And the most importantly... 

HAVE FUN !!!! :)
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